RED TIP
NAME: ____________________________________________________________________________________
START DATE : ____________________________

GRADING DATE : ____________________________

MINIMUM 40 REGULAR CLASSES (please get signed at each class)

GREEN BELT + CLASSES

SERVICE: ADULTS

MINIMUM GRADING TEST
•

All boxes ticked.

•

Multiple Defence 1 to 9.

•

Self Defence.

•

Ground Defence.

•

Service. (see notes on service below)
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RED TIP
Multiple Defence 9

Self Defence 9
1. Single cross wrist to completion.
2. Single wrist. Draw down to kneeling position.
3. Single wrist grab to lifting arm to hand mirror, grab over the top with other wrist, pull hand out, to arm bar.
4. Defence against right haymaker - left inside block, right elbow, right front kick, hook opponents right arm,
throw into wall, (figure 4 on shoulder) step down on opponents right knee, right knee to head .
5. Defence against right lapel grab 1 - grab behind right elbow, right palm, left side kick to hip (or turning
kick to groin if opponent is side on), right knee, wrist lock.
6. Front kick defence. Version 1 and 2
7. Turning kick defence (3 versions)
8. Side kick defence.
9. Back Kick
10. Knee defence

Ground Defence 9
Knee Defence Take down to headlock defence
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SYLLABUS AND GRADING REQUIREMENT
NOTES
At the bottom of each belt syllabus are the requirements for your next grading. As you progress through the
belts you become faster, fitter, and stronger. Your overall health and general well being improves. You will face
challenges along the way that may take you out of your comfort zone. Only then will there be long term and
lasting improvement in your overall quality and attention to life. By accepting these challenges you make a
commitment to yourself. As you slowly learn to manage your body and mind with more precision, the new
sense of calm and stillness will lead to an ongoing path of self discovery. This will have a profound effect
on you and the people around you. Make the commitment to your improvement in constant and consistent
stages.

MINIMUM GRADING REQUIREMENTS
The minimum requirements are set out for each belt level. As long as you pass the minimum requirements
you are eligible for grading. As you progress through the belts you may be asked to spend more time as the
minimum requirements may not be enough. In particular, from Brown Belt onwards the minimum attendance
requirement is not enough to qualify you for grading. There also needs to be a level of technical expertise.
There are a wide range of skills tested as you progress through the belts. Depending on your age, fitness,
level, physical capabilities, you may be asked and/or choose to do more or less than is required. We can set
an individual test for you based on your individual needs at the beginning of the training period.

DEVELOPING A COMMUNITY
From Blue Belt and above we have included a requirement called “Service”.
By offering assistance to new people that have just come in for a class; introducing yourself, showing them
where to stand at the beginning of class, checking in with them at the end of class to see how they enjoyed
it, you actually begin to feel a great sense of satisfaction by putting the needs of other people ahead of your
own. You can also have your service boxes ticked by assisting in class. For example you may assist with
White Belts or anyone else that needs assistance, by holding pads or partnering up for self defence training

EXTRA FITNESS REQUIREMENTS
The progression from belt to belt is designed to push you a little harder at each level. The tasks are very
achievable if you work consistently and regularly. Create the habit with your training and aim to make it part of
your daily ritual. You may choose to supplement your training with some extra fitness training.

TEACHING
From Red belt there is a teaching section that needs to be ticked. You will be guided through the process of
assisting the teaching part of the Adult program. The exact Red belt teaching syllabus can be downloaded
from the Red Course at the Northstar Academy online.

For further in depth explanations of the syllabus please go to the Northstar Academy Online.
www.northstaracademy.com.au
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